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Dear Captain Wayt,

Freedom of Information Act request (18655)

Thank you for your e-mail of 16 May 2011, in which you asked eight questions regarding the
screening of airline passengers for tuberculosis, particularly at Heathrow and Gatwick
Airports. Your request has been handled as a request for information under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000.

You may be interested to know that the UK is currently reviewing its approach to screening
migrants for tuberculosis (TB) as part of the immigration system. This includes examining the
effectiveness of longstanding arrangements for conducting chest x-rays for passengers
arriving for more than six months from high risk countries at Heathrow and Gatwick, and
evaluating the pilot pre-migration screening programme under which visa applicants in 15
countries are screening for tuberculosis as part of the visa-issuing process.

I have addressed your questions in turn.

1. How many airline passengers have been prevented from entering the UK in the last 5
years (up to and including 31 Dec 2010) because a UK official suspects the passenger
has/harbours TB?

There are no relevant statistics retained as the presence of TB is not recorded by the UK
Border Agency as a specified reason for cancelling leave or removing someone from the UK.

Border Force Officers have powers to refer arriving passengers subject to immigration
control for medical examination by a Port Medical Inspector (appointed by the Health
Protection Agency and independent of the UK Border Agency). At Heathrow and Gatwick
airports, this includes referring passengers arriving from high incidence TB countries and
intending to remain in the UK for over 6 months for TB screening by x-ray. However,
screening by x-ray alone can not conclusively establish the presence of infectious active
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pulmonary TB as the vast majority of the abnormal results detected do not relate to TB, and
further tests are required. Accordingly, those identified with evidence of suspected active
pulmonary TB are referred for further diagnosis and, if necessary, NHS treatment~

There are also limitations to the effectiveness of the screening activity at the port of entry.
Firstly, the evidence suggests that many of those who go on to develop the active disease in
the UK, do so having entered the country with the disease in its latent form, (TB may only
become active and symptomatic many years after entry and in its latent form does not
constitute a public health risk) and the latent form will not be detected by the screening
process. Secondly, there are some for whom the use of x-ray screening is a potential risk to
their health (young children and pregnant woman). X-ray screening of migrants will also not
disclose non pulmonary forms of TB.

As active pulmonary TB can be an infectious airborne disease and a public health risk, the
UK Border Agency will not knowingly place someone with such a disease on a commercial
airliner. Instead, they would be referred for NHS treatment. They are currently exempt from
NHS charges for such treatment for public health reasons.

2. How many of these passengers were required to undergo an x-ray at the airport in those
same 5 years, and what was the figures breakdown for Heathrow and Gatwick?

Comprehensive statistics are not collected centrally. However, data supplied by the Health
Protection Agency for 2006/7 indicates that approximately 67,000 x-rays were taken at
Heathrow with around 80 people referred to hospital of which only 34 cases were
subsequently identified as suffering active TB.

3. Does the Border Agency have any plans to have x-ray machines at any other international
airports in the UK other than Heathrow and Gatwick?

There are no plans to extend the use of x-ray machines to other international airports in the
UK. However, as indicated above, the Government is currently reviewing its approach to
screening migrants for TB as part of the immigration system. Additionally, data on arriving
passengers from high incidence TB countries is collected at other large ports and shared
with local health bodies in order to assist them in connecting with new arrivals and, in
accordance with the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence guidelines, the local
health authorities should consider screening for TB in these new arrivals.

4. Give that LHR and LGW are the ONLY Ports of Entry having X-ray machines capable of
detecting human TB, during what hours is a trained and authorised operator available to use
the machine when required by a UK Border Agency official? e.g. 07.00 to 23.00 hrs or, 10.00
to 17.00 hrs?

At Heathrow Airport it is between the hours of 07:00am and 10:00pm and at Gatwick Airport
it is between 8:00am and 9:40pm.

5. How many trained and authorised x-ray operatives does Heathrow have on duty in the
course of 24 hours?

There are 16 operatives at Heathrow Airport.

6. Same question as Q5 but for Gatwick?



There are 5 operatives at Gatwick Airport.

7. Has the UK Border Agency any special brief about monitoring airline passengers from TB
"high risk" countries?

Chapter 1, Section 8 of the UK Border Agency Immigration Directorate Instructions (101)
provides instructions on the referral of passengers by Immigration Officers to Port Medical
Inspector. This can be found at
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.oov. uk/sitecontentldocuments/policvandlaw/I 01s/idischapter1 /

Border Force Officers may refer passengers subject to immigration control arriving in the UK
at Heathrow and Gatwick Airports for more than six months from countries with a high
incidence of TB to the Port Medical Inspector for chest x-ray screening. In other ports, data
on passengers arriving from such countries is collected and shared with local health
authorities.

8. What countries does the UK Border Agency regard as TB "High Risk"?

The Health Protection Agency provides a list of high incidence TB countries which is drawn
from data from the World Health Organization.

I hope that this information meets your requirements. I would like to assure you that we have
provided you with all relevant information that the Home Office holds.

If you are dissatisfied with this response you may request an independent internal review of
our handling of your request by submitting a complaint within two months to the address
below, quoting reference 18655. If you ask for an internal review, it would be helpful if you
could say why you are dissatisfied with the response.

Information Access Team
Home Office

Ground Floor, Seacole Building
2 Marsham Street
London SW1P 4DF
e-mail: xxxx.xxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxx.xx

As part of any internal review the Department's handling of your information request will be
reassessed by staff who were not involved in providing you with this response. If you remain
dissatisfied after this internal review, you would have a right of complaint to the Information
Commissioner as established by section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act.
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